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Interesting Projects
Various Applications of Geotextiles

Non-woven geotextile is widely used in drainage, separation and filtering. We keep
a large inventory of common types from Bontexgeo in Belgium for most applications.
These are seen in the local engineering for over 20 years. Delivery can be arranged in
short notice. Here are some references in seawall rockfill and drainage cell separation
as well as containment of fines in cofferdam and filtering in retaining structure. Let
Adam know when product information is sought, adam@g-and-e.com.

Cofferdam silt retaining (ND/2019/04)

Retaining structure (NE/2015/02)

Seawall Separation 
(EP/SP/66/12)

Filtering over drainage cell  (HY/2017/10)

Use of Silt Curtain for Underwater Tunnel Construction (HY2014/07)
Central Kowloon Route – Kai Tak West has a 370 m long of

underwater tunnel constructed by way of open cut in temporary
reclamation. Together with the demolition of disused Kowloon
City Vehicular Ferry Pier and Ma Tau Kok Public Pier, a series of
silt curtain were installed from October 2018 to mitigate water
turbidity. 72 spans, about 1.4 km in length with depth of 2 m to
7.5 m were delivered from Korea since. The silt contain comes in
20 m span with float, curtain fabric, ballast, reinforcement and
connection components, a simple and ready to use assembly.
Check with natural@g-and-e.com.

Simple and ready to install assembly 

Local silt curtain fabricated from typical Bontec 
SG110/110 geotextile

Small unit to round up marine pile

Silt curtain encircles temporary platform

Silt curtain contains temporary 
reclamation

Fine retaining in 
structure (NE/2015/02)

mailto:adam@g-and-e.com
mailto:natural@g-and-e.com
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Flexible Barrier System for Private Residential Development (Tsing Yi Town Lot 191)
Grand Marine is a private residential

development in Tsing Yi right in front of a hilly
topography. The natural terrain hazard assessment
study report requires mitigation measures that
includes flexible barrier and soil nailing. One feature
91 m of 5,000 kJ and three features total 140 m of
8,000 kJ barrier from Maccaferri were designed and
installed. About 500 soil nails and associated surface
erosion mat and wire mesh protection measures
were supplemented.

The design, supply and install the flexible barriers,
together with the construction of soil nails and
associated slope works was commissioned in
October 2018. It took 7 months to have the design
accepted and approved through the offices of the
consultant, GEO and BD. However, the foundation
construction cut off any material delivery access.
Commencement was therefore put off until the
superstructure podium can be accessible. When
storage space became tight, material and
component ordering was again procrastinated to
September 2020 and components had to be stored
off site. Eventually activity kicked off in late 2020,
completion was reported in March. More from
Steven, stevenlee@g-and-e.com.

Natural terrain sits behind the 
development

Soil nailed slope with surface protectionErosion mat complementing soil nailing

The four flexible barriers

Mitigation measures on natural terrain

Pavement Stabilization Geocell (SS G506)
Station Square serves as the pedestrian link between Kai Tak Station, 

Kai Tak Sports Park, Lung Tsun Stone Bridge and the nearby community. 
In the 118,200 m2 open space, external floor finish calls for a plastic 
honeycomb gravel containment that can stabilize a 75 mm thick layer of 
stone edging the plaza. Geocell, a 75 mm foldable panel in 356 mm 
compartment is taken as the stone confinement, being flexible but with 
high restraining capability. One thousand square meters were installed 
in April 2021. Details are with Ivan, ivan@g-and-e.com.

Concrete Canvas is a flexible cement impregnated mat that hardens
on hydration to form into a strong, durable, water retaining concrete
layer which is ideal as a surface lining to drainage channel. This
application is well recognized

Cement Impregnated Mat (SENT Landfill)

Stone paving 
stabilization 

geocell

Panels of CC8 laid along the channel
Herringbone drainage can be awkward 

to shotcrete, CC comes in handy

and is shown to be effective at
Tseung Kwan O Landfill where
conventional spray concrete
method is very costly and
inefficient. Several trials
gained confidence and CC8 (8
mm thick) Concrete Canvas
debut in May 2018. Ivan has
more, ivan@g-and-e.com.

mailto:stevenlee@g-and-e.com
mailto:ivan@g-and-e.com?subject=ivan@g-and-e.com
mailto:ivan@g-and-e.com?subject=ivan@g-and-e.com
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Technical Note
Geosynthetics Accredited Testing

Geotextile now has an extreme tensile in excess of 1,000 kN/m, 100 ton per m width. The testing of this
tremendous strength is a challenge. Standard ISO 10319 or ASTM D4595 specifies a 100 mm wide width sample,
this means the necessity of a 10 tons load cell and a very efficient highly effective non-slip clamp. Most HOKLAS
labs are shy of such equipment set up and test method accreditation. Current testing would have to rely on mutual
recognition arrangement with overseas institutes or to accept non accredited reports.

To provide accredited testing to geosynthetics, we have established association with TRI & Golder in USA, BTTG
in UK, SKZ in Germany, FITI in Korea, SIRIM in Malaysia, Gold Joint in Taiwan, Setsco in Singapore, Al Hoty-Stanger
in Saudi Arabia, Bombay Textile Research in India and Excelplas in Australia. We will be able to arrange the
dispatch of sample, lab liaison and organize proper test report. Natural has the details, natural@g-and-e.com.

A super lightweight and impressively long-term compressive strength rigid foam plastic block has been used as 
construction backfill to replace soil, reducing the body mass by 99% with compressive resistance up to 280 kPa at 
1% deflection. EPS is an inert polymer that suits a permanent burial environment, with specification follows ASTM 
D6817. Installation is simply stacking up regular size rectangular units, held in position by interlocking plates. 
Geofoam finds application in civil engineering to support conventional surcharge on weak ground, to reduce 
preload timing, to protect buried utilities and to save overall cost. Construction becomes more efficient when 
importing fill and heavy compaction equipment are not needed, particularly in situation of limited space when EPS 
is self-standing, operation becomes simpler, lighter, saver and tidier. Talk to Gary, gary@g-and-e.com.

Wide width roller clamp Instron tester with modified clamp

Formation of road base prior to concrete paving

Multi-function DynamometerHydraulic wide width clamp

Geofoam – Expanded Polystyrene (EPS)

Earth mount profile before backfillingReduction of backfilling 

New Product / Application
ACE GT600 II 600 kN/m x 600 kN/m Geotextile 

ACE Geosynthetics in Taiwan is now able to manufacturer high
strength bi-axial woven polyester geotextile up to 600 kN/m, 60 tons
loading, fully tested for creep behaviour. A new alternative to basal
reinforcement on construction over soft ground and marine clay. Check
with Steven Lee at stevenlee@g-and-e.com.

mailto:natural@g-and-e.com
mailto:stevenlee@g-and-e.com
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Reader’s Response
Let us hear from you. Write to us at newsletter@g-and-e.com.  For back issue, please write to newsletter@g-and-e.com
or visit our website at www.g-and-e.com. 

Disclaimer The materials contained in this newsletter are provided  for general information purpose only and do not constitute legal or other professional advice.

G and E Company Limited
14th Floor, Kiu Yin Commercial Building, 361-363 Lockhart Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong
Tel: 2570 0103   Fax: 2570 0089   e-mail: info@g-and-e.com http://www.g-and-e.com

Tell a Colleague - Want your colleague to receive G and E Times also, click here.

Unsubscribe If you do not wish to receive G and E Times in the future, please reply to this e-mail stating “Unsubscribe” in the subject.
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T-Value Method

While the Covid 19 pandemic has 
interrupted city life for almost 2 years, 
construction activity has never slowed 
down. Next year will no doubt be 
more vibrant. We have therefore 
taken ‘Vibrancy’ as our theme for our 
2022 calendar. It is currently under 
printing. Let us know the copies you 
need before regrets. Call upon 
Nannette at nannette@g-and-e.com.

For Your Information

On 23 September, Dr Andrew Lees
of Tensar presented a webinar on “T-
Value Design Method” with full scale
validation testing organized by AGS
HK. The new method allows realistic
incorporation of the benefit of TriAx
stabilising geogrid in terms of the
enhanced shear strength of the upper
granular layer. This leads to significant
cost savings due to thinner working
platforms that are designed in a safe
and scientifically rigorous way. Let us
know if you wish to recap the
webinar, gary@g-and-e.com.

2022 G and E Calendar

Following our June 2020 issue in 
which we reminisced our 
experience of “plastic wood -
Superwood”, we notice that the 
railing fence constructed with the 
material back in 1993 at Kowloon 
Bay Amenity Park is still intact, 
after almost 30 years. Regret that 
Superwood was discontinued 
then. Gary@g-and-e.com.

HDPE 
MEMBRANE

Leakage Collection Butyl Sheet
(7m width x 100 m length). Smaller
customized panel is now available. It
will be delivered in panel of any
trench girth in 7 m length. This can be
laid manually along the chainage in 7
m unit. Adhesive tape is available for
jointing. The installation will be
simple, fast and economical. Contact
adam@g-and-e.com.

Superwood

HDPE leakage collection at Hiram 
Highway (HY/2014/16)

TriAx geogrid on soft soils

HDPE geomembrane is approved for use as butyl sheeting in typical WSD 
leakage collection system (drawing 1.20C). While standard roll size is large

Opinion Column
Cost Savings by Using Geosynthetics

In 2014 at 10ICG in Berlin, Barry Christopher presented the evaluation of cost saving
attributed to 1) reduction of quantity or need of construction material, 2) easier and/or
accelerate construction, 3) improved long term performance and 4) enhance
sustainability. While construction cost can be easily compared, lifetime cost benefits
are uncertain. Barry suggested an international registry of life cycle cost information
can be made available. Some studies have shown 50% saving over the initial years.

Nevertheless, cost and time saving during construction are well known, however
less quantified. Common evidence is geogrid reinforced vs retaining structure,
geocomposite vs granular drainage, geomembrane & GCL vs clay, geotextile vs filter
material and many more. Talk to Gary on the merits, gary@g-and-e.com.
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